Additional information to the application - Rallycross SOSNOVÁ 2021

Possible answers

1. Would your team take part in the rallycross race in Sosnová if, due to
government measures, they had to leave without spectators, or only with a very

YES/NO

2. Would your team accept an increase in the contribution to the race, which
would be necessary due to not covering the costs related to the organization of

YES/NO

3. What is your acceptable increase in the contribution to the plant (0 - 100%, I
will adapt to the majority)? *

0 - 100%, I will adapt to most

4. How many members do your team need to have in case a larger limit on the
number of people on site? *

1-5

5. If it is possible to organize the race, but the condition for participation in it will
be a PCR test, would your team participate?*

YE/NO

6. Would your team take part in the race if, due to government regulations, the
number of people in the area was limited in the morning and afternoon race
mode? Meaning, for example, 8:00 - 13:00 the first group, 14: 00-19: 00 the
second group. Group of 50-60 riders. 30 minutes of training, 3 qualifications and
final races are enough for 5 - 5.5 hours, including 15 minutes from each hour for

YES/NO

7. Would your team be interested in livestream from the race? *

YES/NO

8. How much would your team support livestream? *

NO/YES-4,8,12,- €uro and more

9. Would your team be interested in preferential promotion of the team and its
partners within the live stream? (e.g., slider card with partner logos, team card
with live partner partner logos, team or promotional video partners within a live
video ad block).*

NE/YES,Send an offer

10. If the race were held without spectators, would your team use the
refreshments provided by the organizer or would they arrange themselves?*

YES, in full, NO,we are self-sufficient, We ALWAYS use part of it

11.Does your team have the opportunity to provide their own power plant? The
race organizer, as the tenant of the complex, is not able to guarantee a quality
electricity connection for the entire duration of the race and recommends that
teams secure their own. Network connection should be possible. *
12. Does your team have their own bathroom, especially a shower, within their
facilities? Due to urgent matters, it will not be possible to use the covered
grandstands during the race, including all facilities connected to them, ie the
main showers and toilets, and it will be necessary to provide mobile. Depending
on the expected number of people, a sufficient number will have to be provided.*

NO/YES, YES, we can connect with other teams as well

YES/NO

13. If it was not possible to organize the race due to various measures
(numerical, hygienic, ..), or if few riders entered the race, would your team use
the opportunity to test and help the organizer reduce losses with the preparation
of the race and advance payments?*

YES/NO

14. How much time would your team at least need for testing (free rides)?*

2-4,4-6,6-8,8-10

15. What is the acceptable amount for you to test according to your minimum
time requirement?*

?

